GDI has studied a selection of popular brand ads appearing on climate change disinformation.

This deck focuses on stories that have adversarial narratives about:

- Climate Change is a hoax used to gain political power.
- Greta Thunberg is being controlled to push the elite / Globalist Green New Deal.
- The severe weather crisis is “global cooling” and not global warming.
- The climate change “hoax” is being used to push the “Great Reset.”
Popular brands funding these stories:
Ad tech servicing these ads & funding these stories:

Google
ad supply
xandr
Adobe
the Trade Desk
President-imposed Joe Biden’s *National Day of Prayer declaration* does not have any references to “God,” but references the Left’s religions of “climate change” and “racial justice.”

Democrats are at war with the Christian faith and are replacing traditional values with graven idols. Environmental leftism and anti-white marxism are filling the void, and Biden’s prepared statements show the intended dogma for the emerging globalist technocracy.
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As for the ability of the Great Reset counting on having billions of people follow their orders to go quietly into the night?

The Crazed Twilight Zone World of the Great Reset

By Judi McLeod — Bio and Archives—May 27, 2021
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This is how blatantly stupid the globalists trying to recreate the Creator’s World really are

This is how blatantly stupid the globalists trying to recreate the Creator’s World really are!

Now that computer geek Bill Gates has failed to “depopulate the world”, and is caught up in the crosshairs of a divorce initiated by his own wife, they’re going to try to depopulate human society through the fantasy known as "The Great Reset"?

Good luck with that, Comrade globalists!
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Now that computer geek Bill Gates has failed to "depopulate the world", and is caught up in the crosshairs of a divorce initiated by his own wife, they're going to try to depopulate human society through the fantasy known as "The Great Reset!"

Good luck with that, Comrade globalists!

Haughty, big talking globalists are falling even before getting out of the gate, by dint of never having studies in a simple course called "Human Nature" anywhere on the curriculum of schools under their complete control.

They continue to scare monger through the media that they now have all the billionaires, all the CEOs of thriving multinationals, like Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, Procter & Gamble, etc. Infinitus on their side.

When applied to good old-fashioned Human Nature, billionaires and CEOs are only in for the ride to turn profits, in which they're far more interested than seeing the Great Reset running the world.

In North America (a very big place by any measure) Reset leader World Economic Forum Germany Klaus Schwab, counts on lightweight Prime Minister Justin Trudeau in Canada and flying-in-for-Obama in the U.S.

Now that they've all struck it rich on capitalism...

Lesser star players on the Schwab team include Congress Creature Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez leading the wolf pack on The Green New Deal and out-there, allegedly honeymooned-in-Soviet-Union Senator Bernie Sanders.

Now that they've all struck it rich on capitalism, a key piece of the Great Reset is the idea that shareholders...
Great scientists like Al Gore and AOC tell us we are in an existential crisis, even though none of their predictions has come to pass. It has not warmed significantly in twenty years, and some researchers are warning that a cooling trend is coming. What then? Will we eat more meat in the hope that cow flatulence will stave off the great cooling? Will we incentivize the purchase of SUVs and build more coal power plants? Will we blame Donald Trump and conservatives for making the climate variable?
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Only three weeks into Biden world, and the outrages keep piling up. George Orwell's worst dystopian nightmare might soon pale in comparison. And for Biden, the big levers are climate change and COVID-19.

Climate change.
Fifty years ago, it was global cooling that the left was peddling. When it became obvious that the Earth wasn't cooling, they had to transition to "global warming," and, with help from the leftist media, they have managed to warp the views of the average American.

When the world then stopped cooperating with the warming narrative, they slipped into "climate change" as a replacement. There is a scientific consensus, we are told. Never mind that science doesn't operate by consensus and that climate change doesn't really mean anything. Trust the scientists.

Great scientists like Al Gore and AOC tell us we are in an existential crisis, even though none of their predictions have come to pass. It has not warmed significantly in twenty years, and some researchers are warning that a cooling trend is coming. What then? Will we eat more meat in the hope that cow flatulence will stave off the great cooling? Will we incentivize the purchase of SUVs and build more coal power plants? Will we blame Donald Trump and conservatives for making the climate suitable?
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Floridians Shiver through the Coldest Winter in Two Decades
By Jeffrey Folks

In December, Floridians celebrated their ninth coldest Christmas on record, and the coldest in 21 years. Even South Florida, that frost-free region of palm trees and margaritas, was shivering on Christmas Day. Broward County issued a "cold-weather emergency," ensuring shelter for all homeless persons, and further north, residents were outside covering plants to protect them from freezes.

It wasn't just Christmas Day. Cold in the Sunshine State this year has been unrelenting. Residents report using three times the natural gas they did last year (when the high temperature of 38°F was the cold in South Florida reached 71 in many places). And there is no end in sight: Jacksonville calls for temperatures on many days below average.

It isn't just Florida. Temperatures are colder than ever in the Carolinas, Virginia, and even the West. In Colorado, Denver recorded temperatures below zero for several days, a rare occurrence.

Great scientists like Al Gore and AOC tell us we are in an existential crisis, even though none of their predictions has come to pass. It has not warmed significantly in twenty years, and some researchers are warning that a cooling trend is coming. What then? Will we eat more meat in the hope that cow flatulence will stave off the great cooling? Will we incentivize the purchase of SUVs and build more coal power plants? Will we blame Donald Trump and conservatives for making the climate variable?
Greta Thunberg admits to being a puppet, is now under investigation for collusion and conspiracy
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From Congress To Climate, It Was A Week Of Frauds And Liars

Adam Schiff’s opening “parody.” We have all the audio and analysis.

What is the truth about climate change? Marc Moreno has forgotten more about the subject than most other people know. As the leading de-bunker of the left-wing climate hoax, Marc gets into the origins of the cult of climate, how the left is indoctrinating children, and why, despite the lies, liberals are so successful and pushing their agenda forward. You don’t want to miss this one.
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At this point, I’m wondering if this young girl’s parents’ bank account has been swelling as she unwittingly revealed that she is nothing more than a puppet for her handlers, which we knew all along, but now have evidence. Following the revelation though, a criminal investigation is taking place in India for criminal conspiracy.
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Greta Thunberg accidentally shared a message showing she was getting told what to write on Twitter about the ongoing violent farmers’ revolt in India — leading Thursday to her being probed for criminal conspiracy by police there, according to reports.

The 18-year-old left-wing eco-activist shared — and then quickly deleted — a message that detailed a list of “suggested posts” about the ongoing protests, according to the posts that were saved by Breaking 911.

The list gave a series of tips on what to post, asking her to also repost and tag other celebrities tweeting about it, including pop star Rihanna.
The carbon dioxide apocalypse – that never comes!

Exclusive: Joseph Farah says if CO2 were a real threat, capitalism would have solved the problem

By Joseph Farah
Published February 10, 2021 at 7:30pm

Do you like to drink soda?

I'm talking carbonated beverages, pop, seltzer water, club soda, Perrier, anything that fizzes.

For years, I only drank red tea and hot coffee.
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The carbon dioxide apocalypse – that never comes!

Exclusive: Joseph Farah says if CO2 were a real threat, capitalism would have solved the problem
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Do you like to drink soda?

I'm talking carbonated beverages, pop, seltzer water, club soda, Perrier, anything that fizzes.

For years, I only drank iced tea and hot coffee.
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